
 
Aledo   Independent   School   District  

GRADES   6-12   DISTANCE   LEARNING  
 

School   Name   Aledo   High   School  

Grade   Level   11-12   

Week   of   4/13/20  
*All   assigned   work   due   by   Sunday   at   midnight  

 

(Physics)  
Week   at   a   Glance  

Objectives   for   the   Week   (TEKS):  
 
P.5(C)    describe   and   calculate   how   the   magnitude   of   the   electric   force   between   two   objects   depends   on   their   charges  
and   the   distance   between   their   centers   
P.5(D)    identify   and   describe   examples   of   electric   and   magnetic   forces   and   fields   in   everyday   life   such   as   generators,  
motors,   and   transformers   
P.5(E)    characterize   materials   as   conductors   or   insulators   based   on   their   electric   properties  
 
 

Lesson   Frame:  
We   Will:   describe   and   calculate   how   the   magnitude   of   the   electric   force   between   two   objects  
depends   on   their   charges   and   the   distance   between   their   centers  
 
I   Will:   Use    Coulomb’s   Law   to   calculate   Electric   force.  
 
So   That   I   Can:   create   a   thinking   map   that   summarizes   Ben   Franklin’s   famous   kite   experiment.  

Estimated   Time   to   Complete:   2   hours  

Resources   Needed:   slides   on   google   classroom,   websites   listed  
 
Non-Digital   Resources:   hardcopy   notes   if   needed,   extension   worksheet   (attached):  
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XHMQo9nvDeyFjDY3X6auZH7BetI0WihM/view?usp=sharing   
 

Lesson   Delivery   (What   do   we   want   you   to   learn?):  

  1)   Slides   20-36   on   google   classroom   slides  
( h�ps://drive.google.com/file/d/1VhubOEaC9NOnV_PTVLRE86ugf44vOZOo/view?usp=sharing ).   
  
2)Read   the   following   ar�cle:  
h�ps://www.forbes.com/sites/kionasmith/2017/06/15/ben-franklin-with-a-key-and-a-kite/#25f3aff45479  
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XHMQo9nvDeyFjDY3X6auZH7BetI0WihM/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VhubOEaC9NOnV_PTVLRE86ugf44vOZOo/view?usp=sharing
https://www.forbes.com/sites/kionasmith/2017/06/15/ben-franklin-with-a-key-and-a-kite/#25f3aff45479
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Engage   and   Practice   (What   do   we   want   you   to   do?):  

1.   Turn   it   in   handout:  
( h�ps://docs.google.com/document/d/1qUy7lRK0gJz0KE9Ws8b1AF2Hv3qtF0tq5UYDQeiFgYM/edit?usp=sha 
ring )   
2.   Read   the   ar�cle   and   summarize   its   contents   on   a   thinking   map:  
h�ps://www.forbes.com/sites/kionasmith/2017/06/15/ben-franklin-with-a-key-and-a-kite/#25f3aff45479  
3.   Coulomb’s   Law   Worksheet:  
h�ps://drive.google.com/file/d/1XH1X_BHCkkN-O0Et2F4nLmlMscEBaiFn/view?usp=sharing   
 

Create   and   Submit   (What   do   we   want   you   to   turn   in?):  

Turn   it   in   worksheet  
Coulomb’s   Law   Worksheet  
Use   the   article   to   create   a   thinking   map   about   the   famous   kite   experiment!  

Optional   Extension   Opportunity   (What   do   we   want   you   to   do   if   you   want   to   extend   your   learning?):  

https://www.khanacademy.org/science/ap-physics-1/ap-electric-charge-electric-force-and-voltag 
e/coulombs-law-and-electric-force-ap/a/coulombs-law-and-electric-force-ap-physics-1  

 
 

 
 
 
 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1qUy7lRK0gJz0KE9Ws8b1AF2Hv3qtF0tq5UYDQeiFgYM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1qUy7lRK0gJz0KE9Ws8b1AF2Hv3qtF0tq5UYDQeiFgYM/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.forbes.com/sites/kionasmith/2017/06/15/ben-franklin-with-a-key-and-a-kite/#25f3aff45479
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XH1X_BHCkkN-O0Et2F4nLmlMscEBaiFn/view?usp=sharing
https://www.khanacademy.org/science/ap-physics-1/ap-electric-charge-electric-force-and-voltage/coulombs-law-and-electric-force-ap/a/coulombs-law-and-electric-force-ap-physics-1
https://www.khanacademy.org/science/ap-physics-1/ap-electric-charge-electric-force-and-voltage/coulombs-law-and-electric-force-ap/a/coulombs-law-and-electric-force-ap-physics-1


What is the difference between static 
electricity and current electricity?

Static electricity is stationary or collects on the surface of an 
object, whereas current electricity is flowing very rapidly 
through a conductor.

The flow of electricity in current electricity has electrical 
pressure or voltage. Electric charges flow from an area of 
high voltage to an area of low voltage.

Water pressure 
and voltage 
behave in similar 
ways.



●In conductive liquids (salt 
water) both positive and 
negative charges carry 
current.

●In solid metal conductors, 
only the electrons can move, 
so current is carried by the 
flow of negative electrons.

▪The direction of current was historically defined 
as the direction that positive charges move.
▪Both positive and negative charges can carry 
current.



The pressure of the water flowing through the 
pipes is similar to the voltage (electric 

potential) flowing through the wires of the 
circuit. The unit used to measure voltage is 

volts (V).



A formula for current:  need to know for 
a possible quiz; Learn it... it will NOT be 

given!       (Hint Hint Hint!)
●Current is the movement of electric 
charge through a substance.

●Know the units!

Current
 (amps)

Charge that flows
(coulombs)

Time (sec)

I = q
     t



Try One:

●Two coulombs of charge pass 
through a wire in five seconds.

●Calculate the current in the wire.

●Did you include units???



What is a conductor and 
insulator?

A conductor is a material which allows an 
electric current to pass. Metals are good 

conductors of electricity.
An insulator is a material which does not 

allow an electric current to pass. Nonmetals 
are good conductors of electricity. Plastic, 

glass, wood, and rubber are good insulators



●IN OTHER WORDS...All materials 
contain electrons.

●The electrons are what carry the 
current in a conductor.

●The electrons in insulators are not 
free to move—they are tightly 
bound inside atoms.



▪A semiconductor has a few free 
electrons and atoms with bound 
electrons that act as insulators.



Coulomb's Law:  Super Important!

We know like charges repel and unlike charges 
attract... but how do we calculate the force of 

attraction/repulsion?? ?

With Coulomb's law



Coulomb's Law
●Coulomb’s law relates the force between two 
single charges separated by a distance (from the 
center of the charge).

Force
 (N)

Constant
9 x109 N.m2/C2

Distance (m)

F = K  q1 q2

             r2
Charges (C)





Coulomb's Law:   two facts to know!
●The force between two 
charges gets stronger as 
the charges move closer 
together.

●The force also gets 
stronger if the amount of 
charge becomes larger.



Coulomb's Law
●The force between two 
charges is directed along 
the line connecting their 
centers.

●Electric forces always 
occur in pairs according to 
Newton’s third law, like all 
forces.



Coulomb's Law:
●The force between 
charges is directly 
proportional to the 
magnitude, or amount, of 
each charge.

●Doubling one charge 
doubles the force.

●Doubling both charges 
quadruples the force.



 Coulomb's Law
●The force between charges is 
inversely proportional to the 
square of the distance between 
them.

●Doubling the distance reduces 
the force by a factor of 22 = (4), 
decreasing the force to 
one-fourth its original value (1/4).

●This relationship is called an 
inverse square law because 
force and distance follow an 
inverse square relationship.



Try This:

●Two balls are each given a static 
electric charge of one ten-thousandth 
(0.0001) of a coulomb.

●Calculate the force between the 
charges when they are separated by 
one-tenth (0.1) of a meter.

●Compare the force with the weight of 
an average 70 kg person.  (Weight is 
Fg.... so Fg= ma.



Well what did you 
determine ???



Turn it in!  Note: watch your units … 1.0 µC = 1 x 10^-6 C  100 cm = 1m 

Use your understanding to answer the following questions. 

1. The Q in Coulomb's law equation stands for the _____. 

a. mass of a charged object b. # of excess electrons on the object 
c. the current of a charged object d. the distance between charged objects 
e. charge of a charged object  

2. The symbol r in Coulomb's law equation represents the distance from 
___. 

a.  A to B b.  A to D c.  B to C d.  B to D 
e.  C to D f.  A to G g.  B to F h.  C to E 
 

3. Determine the electrical force of attraction between two balloons with separate charges of +3.5 x 10-8 C and -
2.9 x 10-8 C when separated a distance of 0.65 m. 

 

4. Determine the electrical force of attraction between two balloons that are charged with the opposite type of 
charge but the same quantity of charge. The charge on the balloons is 6.0 x 10-7 C and they are separated by a 
distance of 0.50 m. 

 

5. Joann has rubbed a balloon with wool to give it a charge of -1.0 x 10-6 C. She then acquires a plastic golf tube 
with a charge of +4.0 x 10-6 C localized at a given position. She holds the location of charge on the plastic golf 
tube a distance of 50.0 cm above the balloon. Determine the electrical force of attraction between the golf tube 
and the balloon. 

 

 

6. A balloon with a charge of 4.0 µC is held a distance of 0.70 m from a second balloon having the same charge. 
Calculate the magnitude of the repulsive force. 

 

 

7. At what distance of separation must two 1.00-microCoulomb charges be positioned in order for the repulsive 
force between them to be equivalent to the weight (on Earth) of a 1.00-kg mass?  (Weight is Fg) 



Ben Franklin With A Key And A Kite? 
 
Kiona N. SmithContributor 
Science 
I cover the history of science, technology, and exploration. 
This article is more than 2 years old. 

 
This is not how it actually happened. 

On June 15, on a stormy Philadelphia night, Franklin and his son sent a kite, a 

wire, and a key aloft into the storm - or so the story goes. 

Today, our picture of the moment mostly comes from a print by Currier and 

Ives, done over a century later in 1876. In an open field, with a farmhouse in 



the background, Franklin and his young son William stand hunched against 

the rain as lightning strikes a kite barely ten feet above their heads. It's a 

dramatic scene, but it's definitely not how the experiment happened - if it ever 

really happened at all. 

William Franklin was at least twenty-one at the time, for one thing, so at least 

Franklin wasn't actually guilty of the casual child endangerment depicted in 

Currier and Ives. And the pair weren't braving the storm in an open 

field; Franklin later wrote that he had stood underneath a shed roof, to keep 

himself and the lower end of the kite string dry during the experiment. Of 

course, a shed roof would have offered no real protection in the event of a 

lightning strike, especially if it hit Franklin or the kite he was holding. 

So what actually happened? 

It all started with a letter. In 1750, Franklin wrote to his friend and scientific 

colleague Peter Collinson, who lived in London. He told Collinson about his 

latest brilliant scientific idea: a lightning rod. By sticking a 30-foot metal rod 

into the air during a storm, Franklin suggested, you could attract a bolt of 

lightning and then divert the energy into a Leyden Jar, an apparatus for 

storing an electric charge. 

Today In: Science 

Letters between scientists weren't really private correspondence in those days. 

A letter about a new experiment or theory tended to get passed around the 

scientific community, or copied and sent to colleagues. By the summer of 1752, 

Franklin's letter had made it to Paris, where it had electrified the scientific 

community there thanks to French physicist Thomas Dalibard's translation. 

And in fact, Dalibard tried out Franklin's lightning rod before Franklin himself 

could do it, on May 10, 1752. 



A second French scientist, recorded only as M. Delor, replicated the 

experiment a week later. Franklin's lightning rod was a success, but he'd still 

never seen it in action - and he hadn't yet heard of its success. But by June 

1752, he believed he had found an easier, more cost-effective way to set up the 

experiment: rather than building a tall metal spike, he could just fly a kite with 

a wire and a key attached. What could possibly go wrong? 

PROMOTED 

In reporting his experiment to The Pennsylvania Gazette several months 

later, Franklin wrote, 

"As soon as any of the Thunder Clouds come over the Kite, the pointed Wire will draw 

the Electric Fire from them, and the Kite, with all the Twine, will be electrified, and the 

loose Filaments of the Twine will stand out every Way, and be attracted by an 

approaching Finger. And when the Rain has wet the Kite and Twine, so that it can 

conduct the Electric Fire freely, you will find it stream out plentifully from the Key on the 

Approach of your Knuckle. At this Key the Phial may be charg’d; and from Electric Fire 

thus obtain’d, Spirits may be kindled, and all the other Electric Experiments be 

perform’d, which are usually done by the Help of a rubbed Glass Globe or Tube; and 

thereby the Sameness of the Electric Matter with that of Lightning compleatly 

demonstrated." 

The problem, of course, is that if the key had been charged by an actual 

lightning strike, touching it would probably have zapped Franklin with a fatal 

shock, and the course of American history would have gone very differently. 

Instead, most historians say the key probably just picked up an ambient 

electric charge from the stormy atmosphere, which Franklin mistook for a real 

lightning strike. 

In other words, Ben Franklin was a very, very lucky scientist. 





Reichmann posthumously discovers ball lightning 

Another scientist, the German physicist Georg Wilhelm Reichmann, died the 

following year in his own attempt at Franklin's lightning rod experiment. 

As the American Physical Society tells it, "A glowing ball of charge traveled 

down the string, jumped to his forehead, and killed him instantly - providing 

history with the first documented example of ball lightning in the process." 

It would take several more months for Franklin to report his success publicly. 

By then, an English scientist named John Canton had also performed the 

lightning rod experiment in July 1752, and that August, The Pennsylvania 

Gazette ran a story about Dalbiard and Delor's earlier experiments. In 

September 1752, Franklin finally got around to building his own lightning rod, 

complete with alarm bells on the wire, to ring when the wire had picked up an 

electrical charge. He published his brief note regarding the key and the kite in 

the Gazette on October 19 and sent a copy to Collinson in London. 

As brief as it is, the Gazette story is the only firsthand account of Franklin's 

now-famous experiment. A more detailed and more dramatically-written 

version comes from Franklin's friend Joseph Priestley, who recorded the June 

1752 date and much of the detail that history remembers (or misremembers, 

more often). 

Although Franklin wasn't the first to perform the experiment, or even the first 

to publish results, it's no wonder the story has stuck around. After all, it's mad 

science at its best -- a stormy night, a  bold idea, and a total disregard for lab 

safety. 
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15.2Coulomb’s Law

In this skill sheet, you will work with Coulomb’s law. There are many similarities and some differences between 

the equation of universal gravitation and the equation for Coulomb’s law. They are both inverse square law 

relationships, and they both have similar arrangements of variables.

When two charges q1 and q2 are separated by a distance r, there exists a force between them that is given by:

where F equals the force in newtons and K is a constant equal to 9 109 N-m2/C2. The units of q1 and q2 are the 

coulombs (C). Distance is given in meters. Here are some important points about the relationships of the 

variables in Coulomb’s law.

• Force is inversely proportional to the square of the distance between the charges. Therefore, if the distance 

increases by a factor of 2, the force decreases by a factor of 4.

• Force is proportional to the strength of each charge.

• When the two charges have the same sign (positive or negative), the force between them is repulsive because 

like charges repel.

• When the charges have opposite signs, the force between them is attractive because unlike charges attract.

1. What happens to the force between two charges if the distance between them is tripled?

2. What happens to the force between two charges if the distance between them is quadrupled?

3. What happens to the force between two charges if the distance between them is cut in half?

4. What happens to the force between two charges if the magnitude of one charge is doubled?

5. What happens to the force between two charges is the magnitude of both charges is doubled?

6. What happens to the force between two charges if the magnitude of both charges is doubled and the distance 

between them is doubled?

7. What happens to the force between two charges if the magnitude of both charges is doubled and the distance 

between them is cut in half? 
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15.2

The example below shows how to use Coulomb’s law to calculate the strength of the force between two charges.

A 0.001 coulomb charge and a 0.002 coulomb charge are 2 meters apart. Calculate the force between them.

1. Two particles, each with a charge of 1 C, are separated by a distance of 1 meter. What is the force between 

the particles?

2. What is the force between a 3 C charge and a 2 C charge separated by a distance of 5 meters?

3. Calculate the force between a 0.006 C charge and a 0.001 C charge 4 meters apart.

4. Calculate the force between a 0.05 C charge and a 0.03 C charge 2 meters apart.

5. Two particles are each given a charge of 5 10-5 C. What is the force between the charged particles if the 

distance between them is 2 meters? 

6. The force between a pair of charges is 100 newtons. The distance between the charges is 0.01 meter. If one 

of the charges is 2 10-10 C, what is the strength of the other charge?

7. Two equal charges separated by a distance of 1 meter experience a repulsive force of 1,000 newtons. What is 

the strength in coulombs of each charge? 

8. The force between a pair of 0.001 C charges is 200 N. What is the distance between them? 

9. The force between two charges is 1000 N. One has a charge of 2 10-5 C, and the other has a charge of 

5 10-6 C. What is the distance between them?

10. The force between two charges is 2 newtons. The distance between the charges is 2 10-4 m. If one of the 

charges is 3 10-6 C, what is the strength of the other charge?

Given

The charges have magnitudes of 0.003 C and 

0.005 C.

The charges are 2 meters apart.

Solution

The force is 4500 newtons.

Looking for

The force between the charges.

Relationships

I
V

R
---=9 2 2

2

(0.001 C)(0.002 C)
(9 10 N m /C )

(2 m)

4500 N

F

F

I
V

R
---= 1 2

2

q q
F k

r


